
Farah 
Alhaddad 
Full stack developer
I starting out in the textile industry, in 2022 I decided to transition to 

tech, to become a full-stack developer. 


My strength is creative-problem-solving, combining my creative 

background with structure and logic. 

Projects
Garage Database Application 

Lexicon team project of 4 developers. Building a 

user interface where users can create an 

account and log their vehicles in. 

C# HTML CSS

World Clock 

SheCode solo project building a world clock 

application.

JavaScript HTML CSS

React Dictionary Project 

SheCodes solo project building a dictionary 

project in react, fetching two API, dictionary and 

picture API.

React JavaScript CSS

React Weather Application 

SheCodes solo project to retrieve and display 

data from a weather API.

React JavaScript CSS

Education

linkedin.com/in/farahalh

github.com/Farahalh

farahalh.com

farah90.alhaddad@gmail.com

+46  70 090 27 89(0)

Contact

Skills
.NET

C#

JavaScript

React

HTML

CSS
Interactive

Organized

Curious

Languages
Swedish - fluent

English - fluent

Arabic - native

Lexicon  .NET  Bootcamp 023 - Apr 2024 |  |   |   Sep 2
 Independent and team based backend programming projects

 Intensive training focused on C#/.NET Fullstack.

 Work with multiple frameworks such as Blazor,  Swagger.

 Work in autonomy and in SCRUM teams.

SheCodes.io   Front end   Bootcamp   Nov 2022 - Jun 2023| | |   

 Learning coding fundamentals in HTML, CSS, JavaScript and React

 Creating responsive design application

 Integrating API in my projects

 Building projects following React and Bootstrap frameworks

University of Borås    Bachelor   Aug 2014 - Jun 2019| |
 Product development for the garment industry

 Creating manufacturing instruction and cost calculations

https://github.com/EliasRafo/Garage3
https://github.com/Farahalh/world-clock-project
https://github.com/Farahalh/react-dictionary-project
https://github.com/Farahalh/react-weather-application
https://www.linkedin.com/in/farahalh/
https://github.com/Farahalh
mailto:farah90.alhaddad@gmail.com
mailto:farah90.alhaddad@gmail.com


Farah 
Alhaddad 
Full stack developer

Work experience

Garment technician   Villeralla   Aug 2022 - Oct 2022| |
 Convert  instructionsdesign into production
 Manage deadlines, cost and quality with producers

Course Leader; Sewing Technician   Medborgarskolan    Sep 2022 - Aug 2023| |
 Leading share knowledge  a beginner class of 8 students in sewing, where I 

about specialized tools and processes in garment making.
 Guiding and helping each student to achieve in making and completing their 

projects.

Product coordinator   Lundhags    Apr 2022 - Aug 2022| |
 Working with specialised  for garments and rendering3D software
 Facilitating sales, design and production meetings

Product developer    Alligo   Dec 2021 - Apr 2022| |
 Control allocations of resources to deliver projects
 Perform  and product evaluationsquality controls

Patternmaker   Dr Denim    Sep 2019 - Sep 2021| |
 Working in  with designers and developersproduct team
 Creative  to maintain quality and deadlinesproblem solving

Community involvement
Volunteer   Pink Programming   Apr 2023 -  present | |

 Planning and coordinating social events for volunteer members.
 Participating and joining tech meetups.

 Receiving mentorships and sharing tech ressources

farahalh.com

farah90.alhaddad@gmail.com

mailto:farah90.alhaddad@gmail.com
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